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Water usage for the last 30 day period was 329K gallons, 118k on Plat-B and 211 K on 
Plat-C. This is a 30K increase over last year. The warmer fall weather in the most likely 
factor.

POA staff met with Kal Tucker from Maguire Iron, he did an inspection of our Plat-C 
water tank.  Maguire Iron will produce a report on the tanks condition and possible 
repair options.

The Plat-C water tank was drained and cleaned.

The #3 reservoir on Plat-B had a surge protector failure, the item was replaced with one 
from stock. Three new replacement units were also ordered and have been received. The 
cause of the failure was a vehicle accident on highway 89 that took out a power pole and 
caused a power surge.

The #1 reservoir on Plat-B had a pump control float failure, this caused the plat-B well 
to NOT refill the tank. This item has been replaced and 2 new replacements units were 
ordered and have arrived. 

The water meter installation parts order from Core & Main has arrived and parts have 
been put in stock. I have reached out to Core & Main as it seemed to me that their price 
on the water meter units was extremely high $300 +  each VS around $85 each from 
other suppliers, still waiting for a reply from their staff on this issue. Their pricing on the 
other parts was in line with industry norms.

Water levels in both wells remain at acceptable levels, the Plat-C well has risen several 
feet in the past month as water usage has declined from Summer usage.

Well houses have been winterized.

No water meters will be installed after November 15th as winter has arrived. New hook 
ups will be installed after mid April 2023.

No other leaks or major issues to report at this time.


